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Address a & f Großserien GmbH 
SECURE SYSTEMS 
Friedrich-Bergius-Ring 15 
97076 Würzburg

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The SECURE-SYSTEMS series is a product of the a and f Großserien GmbH. We are manufacturer of assembly systems and anti-theft protection for
photovoltaic panels and solar heating systems. From roof top to x-megawatt solar power plants, mounted on flat roofs or tracker systems: As an
international partner we use our know how and service to provide proven technologies for a modern production of energy and a reliable profitability.
The modular design principle of SECURE-SYSTEMS allows for an especially fast and reliable assembly with all common solar module types by using
just a few matching components. In conjunction with SECUR-SCREW we can protect the most valuable parts of your power plant against theft.
SECURE SYSTEMS - The most secure mounting system for solar energy plants.
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